Wheelchair Batteries

WHY SHOULD YOU CARE ABOUT THE
BATTERIES IN YOUR MOBILITY
EQUIPMENT
No vechicle performs to full potential without a properly working fuel
system. And in your scooter or wheelchair, your batteries are your
fuel tank.
Choosing the right battery -- and maintaining it properly -- is vital to any product's performance. To help
you better understand the importance of the battery's contribution to your equipment's performance, and
to offer some valuable tips for helping your batteries perform to their full potential, we've prepared this
information on:

* Maintenance
* Proper charging techniques
* Hazards to watch out for
* Some myths we've collected over the years
At MK Battery, we like to educate our customers to make the battery performance you depend on a
reality, not just a goal.

FORGET WHAT YOU'VE HEARD!
Battery technology has changed a lot over the past few years. Wheelchair batteries today, especially gel /
sealed batteries, offer more power in the same size package, provide more consistent performance, and
have turned past concerns into:

"Myths"
* All Batteries are the same
* Batteries have memories
* Batteries should be run all the way down
* Gel / sealed batteries must be charged with lower amps than wet batteries
* Gel / sealed batteries will not last as long as wet batteries
* Marine batteries are always the same as deep cycle batteries
* Maintenance-free batteries are always sealed
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* Putting batteries on concrete will cause them to discharge

BATTERY TYPES
(What does it all mean anyway?)
There are several important terms to describe batteries. What is the difference between deep cycle and
SLI? What about wetlead acid versus gel / sealed?
It's really very simple: Deep cycle batteries are those designed to be regularly discharged and recharged.
SLI, or automotive-type starting batteries, are for rapid bursts of power after which they are quickly
recharged by an alternator. Many marine batteries are actually SLIs, and SLI batteries have no
application in wheelchair use.

YOU WANT DEEP CYCLE AND YOU
WANT GEL / SEALED
Although wet lead acid batteries are less costly than gel / sealed and can provide about 10% more
running time (given equal size batteries), wet lead acid are high maintenance. Plus, they are a
significantly higher safety riskdue to the increased potential of battery acid contact and / or explosion.
Gel / sealed batteries, on the other hand, are far safer and are approved for all means of transportation.
Gel / sealed batteries are always maintenance free. And high quality gel / sealed batteries have the same or greater - life potential as high quality wet lead acid products. How long should batteries last? On
average, 1 to 1 1/2 years if maintained properly.

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN QUALITY
Many companies make claims about their batteries. But the MK label is your assurance of the highest
quality battery products for your mobility equipment. Almost half of all rehab equipment suppliers and
all major wheelchair manufacturers use MK batteries. When you compare, MK is the obvious choice.
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MK IS #1 IN WHEELCHAIR BATTERIES
SUPPLIER OF CHOICE FOR THE LARGEST
WHEELCHAIR MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD!
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